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Why trap atoms?
Room temperature atoms are fast (~500 m/s)
Hard to interact with for long periods of time
Many phenomena require long-term light-matter interactions
Cold atoms (~100 µK) have an average velocity of 10 cm/s
Cold atoms are nearly standing still
How does an atom trap work?
Doppler cooling
A photon is absorbed by an atom 
Photon momentum is transferred to the atom
Random photon emission gives atoms a net force
Red-detuned beams: velocity-dependent force
Zeeman Effect
In an external magnetic field, the 
atomic levels shift
Circular polarization selects between 
two different transitions
Magneto-Optical Trap
Trapping and cooling neutral atoms
The MOT is a combination of Doppler cooling and zeeman trapping.
A spherical MOT is formed by a set 
of six beams.
Each beam applies a force along 
one axis (x, y, and z).
Trap located at B = 0
Rubidium Resonance Structure
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Novel Trap Geometries
Goal: optically thick cold atom clouds
Number of trapped atoms constant for any atom cloud shape
Two system parameters: optical beam geometry and magnetic field
Technique: modify beam geometry and B-field
Gradual trap geometry evolution
Maintain a working trap
Advance the design toward our goal
Stage 1: spherical MOT
New commercial product for simple all-in-one MOT system.
Ion vacuum pump (with magnetic shielding)
Rubidium source (getter)
2 cm x 2 cm x 5 cm glass cell
ColdQuanta, Inc. • www.coldquanta.com
150 million cold Rubidium atoms
Trap radius: 2.1 mm
Number density: 4 x 109 atoms per cm3
Data
Weak beam absorption probes resonance structure of cold atoms
Stage 2: spherical mirror-MOT
Mirror reflects trap beams
Tilted coils provide B-field
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Making our own mirrors
Tollens reaction 
Back surface coating
Prevent oxidization
Microscope slides and 
coverslips
Stage 3: anisotropic mirror-MOT
Same mirror-MOT beams
Transverse beams trap and cool atoms
Longitudinal beam cools but does not trap
Greenberg et al. [1]
New longitudinal B-field
Electromagnets aligned below mirror [2]
Opposite poles
B-field zero is uniform in z axis
Transverse (xy) B-field gradient
Results
Promising preliminary results
1 cm cloud length
Goal: 2 cm, to fill the cell dimension
Future Work
Optimize anisotropic trap
Characterize atomic number 
density
Beam propagation in anisotropic 
cold atom cloud
Pattern formation, nonlinear 
optics, photonics applications
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